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VARIABLE MESSAGE SIGNS

•all VMS on Slovenian motorways: 150

•VMS used for traffic safety messages: 37

•week-long traffic safety campaigns

•coordination: Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency

•messages have the lowest priority
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PAST MESSAGES
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• Adjust speed

• Don’t drink and drive

• Safely without telephone

• Drive carefully

• Keep a safe distance

• Keep right



VALENTINE‘S DAY 2022
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VALENTINE‘S DAY 2022
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VALENTINE‘S DAY 2022
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VALENTINE‘S DAY 2023
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PUBLIC REACTION

Beautiful messages, could display them more often ❤️

All praises. Finally something nice, positive. I saw it today and it makes you think a little bit 🤔. 

Thank you❤️

Saw it today when I was driving on the highway. There should always be such messages, they just 

brighten the day. 👏🤞

This was a really nice addition to our ride. It is really commendable and one really thinks about the 

meaning of what is written. ❤️❤️

Wow! This is a positive surprise. It brightens the day and I believe that many people also have a 

lighter leg. Congratulations❤️❤️👌👌👌

AWESOME! Please let them stay 😃

Kudos to Dars, nice messages👍

Wonderful. All praises. Finally, positive messages and not threats.

Very cute and inspiring..good idea

Great idea, they brightened up my long drive yesterday. I hope these messages will remain.

I saw these captions yesterday ♥️ I have to admit, they make you think! At the same time, they 

brighten the day! Thank you DARS ♥️🙏

Congratulations to the creators of these cute signs, which bring a smile to my face every time 

👏👏👏
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Top DARS for this idea. Nice words caress. And you teased us that it is necessary to 
look at the boards. Thank you.

Such messages are definitely a way in the right direction. A beautiful word finds a 
beautiful place. Incentives are more effective than threats. Nice.

Well done to those who suggested and simultaneously implemented this campaign. 💖
I wish you many more similar positive ideas 💪

Very nice! When I saw this, I was very positively and pleasantly surprised. Thanks for 
that. More gestures like this🤗🥰

100x thanks to the one who gave the initiative and to the team at DARS for such 
beautiful messages on the displays. I have to give a public praise!

Kudos to whoever comes up with these messages. And even bigger to the one who 
approves that they go up 😃 Sometimes good ideas get stuck at the top.

We admired them yesterday while driving to the coast (and back). Congratulations!

Really commendable.❤️ Positive words go a long way. Kudos for the creativity. ❤️

One of the best things in Slovenia are the cute messages on the motorway. They 
always make my day. Thank you!

With these messages you have done far, far more for the good mental state of the 
drivers and also of those who are still learning to drive than you can imagine. Very nice 
and I hope that such a heart-warming surprise is not the last. I WISH YOU ALL THE 
WELL, and to whoever gave this idea, a hug from grandma. ❤️💪
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POSITIVE/NEGATIVE FRAMING

We lose 100 lives every year due to drunk driving.

We can save 100 lives every year by sober driving.
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POSITIVE/NEGATIVE MESSAGES

- positive emotions

- funny

- clever wordplay

- gains
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- threats

- shock

- fear

- losses

VS.



PSYCHOLOGY
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SPEEDING
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SEAT BELT
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ALCOHOL
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PHONE USE
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CHRISTMAS/NEW YEAR
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PROCESS OF CHOOSING MESSAGES

• approximately two weeks

• researching past traffic safety campaigns

• brainstorming

• process of elimination (~10 -> 4 messages)

• short & positive

• approval by the President of Management Board

• Traffic supervision and control centres

• public contest
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RESULTS

•viral social media posts

•wide media coverage

•positive PR

•more people discussing traffic safety
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SURVEY
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This year, DARS started to display various thematic messages on the motorway variable message signs that 

encourage or appeal to drivers to drive safely and responsibly (excessive speed, safety belt, driving under the 

influence).

Unique messages are also displayed to coincide with other special events (Statehood Day, New Year’s greetings, 

the fire in Karst, etc.).

Have you noticed these messages on the variable message signs while driving on Slovenian motorways this year?
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Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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To what degree do you agree with the following statements
regarding these thematic or event-specific messages on the
variable message signs?
The messages on the motorway variable message signs...
BASIS: DRIVERS WHO NOTICED THE MESSAGES | N = 509
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So za voznika moteči

Prispevajo k večji prometni varnosti

Mi dajo misliti

So posrečeni

Pozitivno vplivajo nameaffect me positively.

contribute to better traffic safety.

give me food for thought.

are ingenious.

distract drivers.



SOCIAL MEDIA

•Slovenia’s population:
2.12 million (January 2023)

•Facebook:
937.3 thousand (early 2023)

•Twitter:
209.0 thousand users (early 2023)
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RESULTS

•higher engagement

•wider reach

•more people discussing traffic safety
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

www.dars.si/napisi

Vozimo pametno z DARS

DARS_SI

tomo.juvan@dars.si
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Thank you for
your attention!


